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Oilfield Casing

MODULE

About the Skill Module

Casing is pipe that goes into the wellbore and stays in the well because the outside of the casing is cemented
to the earth which provides wellbore integrity. In other words, casing’s primary purpose is to keep the wellbore
from caving in or fracturing, to keep unwanted fluids from entering the wellbore, and to keep the desired fluids
(hydrocarbons) from leaving the borehole at undesirable places.

In this module, you will study five topics:

The Drilling Process: This topic introduces the process of drilling an oil well, showing how casing, mud,
and cement are used
API/ISO Standards: This topic overviews the naming conventions for casing. It explains how to identify
casing by its properties
The Casing Manufacturing Processes: This topic introduces the two major methods of making casing,
Seamless and Electric Resistance Weld (ERW). It explains the processes by which both types of casing
are made, from generating the steel to the formation of the finished casing products
Casing Properties and Dimensions: This topic provides an in-depth explanation of each casing property.
It describes, in detail, each dimension listed in the API/ISO naming convention
Casing Strings: This topic overviews the four casing strings—conductor, surface, intermediate, and
production—and how these casing strings work together in an oil field well

See demo online learning module

Target Audience

Petroleum and production engineers, completion engineers, geoscientists, managers, technical supervisors,
service and support personnel, entry level drilling engineers, drilling operations personnel, drilling office
support staff.

You Will Learn

Participants will learn how to:

Describe the purpose of casing in an oilfield well
State how joints of casing are connected together
Recognize the steps in the process for drilling and cementing casing in an oil/gas well
Demonstrate knowledge of the API/ISO casing naming convention
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Discuss the advantages and disadvantages to casing produced with seamless and ERW properties
Identify casing descriptions and dimensions and, when appropriate, describe the correlation between
them
Identify where the four different casing applications are in a wellbore schematic

Product Details

Categories: Upstream

Disciplines: Well Construction/Drilling

Levels: Basic

Product Type: Individual Skill Module

Format: On-Demand

Duration: 3.5 hours (approx.)

$395.00
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